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The coming year will 
be a turning point for 
the Australian Pesticides 
and Veterinary Medicines 
Authority (APVMA) 
as June 2013 marks 
20 years since the national 
regulatory authority for 
agricultural and veterinary 
(agvet) chemicals was 

established. Since then we have undergone 
signifi cant development and transformation in 
order to safeguard the Australian community, our 
agricultural produce and the environment. So it 
is perhaps appropriate that in our twentieth year 
we will undergo the most signifi cant change and 
transformation in our relatively short history.

This 2012–13 operational plan is the fi rst under 
our new three-year corporate plan. It shows how 
we will give practical effect to the government’s 
reform agenda for agvet chemicals. While a 
number of aspects depend on the passage of 
amending legislation, we are still able to progress 
other fundamental business changes, focusing on 
improvements to predictability and effi ciency.

Preparing for change

A signifi cant component of our operational plan is 
dedicated to preparing our stakeholders and our 
people for anticipated legislative change as well as 
developing new business systems and technologies 
to support effective and effi cient regulation.

Working with our clients and stakeholders—keeping 
them informed every step of the way—will be 
critical to managing changes to our application and 
registration processes, especially as we will need a 
transitional period to complete applications under 
the existing system and start new applications 
under the new system. Much of this work will 
centre on the ongoing development of our Risk 
Compendium—a suite of publications that describe 
our policies and processes for assessing and 
managing risk across our regulatory activities.

A number of planned business effi ciencies may 
not be readily visible outside our agency, but will 

be crucial to achieving more streamlined service 
delivery for our clients and stakeholders. Examples 
include the establishment of an electronic documents 
and records management system, redevelopment of 
our website and related business applications, new 
mobile technologies to allow access to information 
in new ways and development of a new intranet. 
We will also trial a secure access portal (extranet) 
where our registration clients can access documents 
submitted previously by them.

Implementing change

Following commencement of the anticipated 
amendments to our governing legislation, we will 
integrate the reforms into our business operations 
while maintaining our registration throughput 
and timeframes.

This will require a substantial training and retraining 
program to bring staff up to speed on new 
requirements and new business procedures. We will 
also communicate with our clients to help them 
adjust to the changes. Transitional provisions will 
allow time for this to occur.

The government has provided signifi cant additional 
funding to help us develop new business processes 
in anticipation of these reforms.

When the new Reregistration Scheme begins, we will 
start to consider existing chemical products and active 
constituents. Concurrently, we will work to implement 
ambitious new targets governing the time for 
completion of our existing chemical review program.

We will direct additional resources to compliance and 
enforcement to implement the full suite of powers 
provided through the Better Regulation reforms. 

In short, 2012–13 is shaping up to be a signifi cant 
challenge for our agency, our regulatory partners 
and the industries we regulate. We will continue to 
deliver effective and effi cient regulatory services so 
we maintain the trust and confi dence the Australian 
community has placed in us.

Dr Eva Bennet-Jenkins
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About this plan

This operational plan details how we will give effect 
to our 2012–15 corporate plan. This is the fi rst 
operational plan developed under the new corporate 
plan, which outlines a number of new challenges for 
the organisation.

Page nine provides an overview of the strategic 
framework from our new corporate plan and 
the key strategies outlined in this framework are 
then further developed in the eight strategy maps 
presented on pages 10–25.

The plan has been developed—as in previous 
years—using the Kaplan and Norton Balanced 
Score Card (BSC) methodology. This methodology 
helps us translate strategy into action and allows 
better communication of our key operational 
activities through the visual representations of 
our strategy maps.

The BSC methodology also improves the alignment 
of key performance measures across all areas of the 

organisation and improves our ability to monitor 
performance.

Kaplan and Norton’s traditional four perspectives 
have been modifi ed slightly to suit our status as a 
government regulatory agency. We have therefore 
incorporated the following perspectives:

• Stakeholders—including the community, chemical 
users, chemical industry and government 
regulatory partners

• Business processes—our internal business 
systems and processes including fi nancial 
management

• People—developing our people to ensure 
alignment with desired business outcomes.

For current information about the APVMA and its 
business operations, see www.apvma.gov.au/about. 

Financial summary

Overview

The APVMA is one of a number of Australian 
Government regulators funded by fees, charges 
and levies imposed on the industry it regulates. 
In the APVMA’s case, chemical companies are 
charged application fees for the APVMA to 
evaluate registration and approval proposals, 
an annual fee to maintain a chemical product’s 
registration and levies based on the wholesale sales 
of chemical products. These funds are collected by 
the APVMA, remitted to the Australian Government 
and returned to the APVMA to pay salaries and to 
purchase goods and services.

The APVMA is in a sound fi nancial position. 
In 2012–13 we will continue providing strong 
expenditure control over our operating budget to 

ensure our regulatory activities are undertaken in 
the most cost effective and effi cient manner.

Financial reserve

The APVMA’s revenue can vary signifi cantly from 
year to year as a result of fl uctuations in sales of 
agvet chemicals. This is largely the result of prevailing 
environmental conditions. To manage fi nancial risks 
arising from this situation, the APVMA aims to hold 
a fi nancial reserve (part of our equity) that allows 
revenue fl uctuations to be managed. Without this 
fi nancial reserve we risk a situation where our 
liabilities could exceed our assets over a period 
of time (negative equity). The fi nancial reserve is 
based on three months of operating expenses and is 
currently set at $7 million.
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Cost recovery

In December 2011 we published a discussion 
paper inviting submissions from industry and other 
stakeholders on proposed interim cost recovery 
arrangements until 30 June 2015. 

In 2012–13 the APVMA plans to publish a cost 
recovery impact statement (CRIS) that will 
implement the new (interim) cost recovery 
arrangements.

APVMA fi nancial projections 2012–15

 2012–13 2013–14 2014–15
 $ $ $

Expenditure (ongoing) 28,890,000 29,901,000 30,948,000

Reform implementation 2,676,000 2,700,000 0

Compliance and enforcement* 386,000 814,000 841,000

Continuation Scheme* 574,000 1,231,000 1,949,000

TOTAL 32,526,000 34,646,000 33,738,000

*Subject to the passage of the Better Regulation legislation in early 2012– 13.

Anticipated expenditure across core activities

Note: all corporate activities have been allocated across the core business activities

Registration and
approvals

Chemical review and 
Adverse Experience 
Reporting Program

Compliance

Good Manufacturing 
Practice

Reregistration

71%10%

12%

6%

1%
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MISSION

To regulate agricultural 
and veterinary chemicals 
to protect the health and 
safety of people, animals and 
crops, the environment and 
trade, and support Australian 
primary industries.

VISION

The Australian community has 
confi dence that agricultural 
and veterinary chemicals 
available in Australia are safe 
to use.
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STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK

The APVMA’s Corporate Plan identifies four objectives. 
The diagram above shows the relationship between these objectives, 

the eight strategies to achieve the objectives and the APVMA’s outcome.

‘Protection of the health and safety of people, animals, 
the environment, and agricultural and livestock industries 
through regulation of pesticides and veterinary medicines.’

STRATEGY 
TWO

Conduct robust, risk-based, 
scientific evaluations  to 

support sound 
regulatory decisions STRATEGY 

FIVE
Identify 

and manage emerging 
regulatory issues

STRATEGY 
FOUR
Identify 

and resolve 
non-compliance

STRATEGY 
THREE

Identify and reconsider 
existing chemicals 

of regulatory concern

STRATEGY 
ONE

Integrate 
government 

reforms into core 
business

OBJECTIVE 
ONE

Deliver the benefits 
of more efficient 

regulation to business 
and the community

OBJECTIVE 
THREE

Focus efficiency and 
effectiveness measures on 
the protection of human, 
animal and plant health, 

the environment 
and trade

OBJECTIVE 
TWO

Be transparent, 
consistent and predictable 

in delivering our 
regulatory services 

and decisions

OBJECTIVE 
FOUR

Be respected 
and trusted for the 
regulatory decisions 

we take

OUTCOME

STRATEGY 
SIX

Engage stakeholders 
and regulatory partners 

to add value to 
our work STRATEGY 

EIGHT
Enhance 

performance 
through our people

STRATEGY 
SEVEN

Conduct our 
business efficiently 

and effectively
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Integrate government reforms into core businessSTRATEGY ONE |

 

Embed Risk Compendium into APVMA systems 
and processes

Introduce change in a considered 
and deliberate manner

Involve staff in change processes

ST
A
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H

O
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ER
S

BU
SI

N
ES

S 
PR

O
CE

SS
ES

Communicate how new regulatory 
frameworks will be operationalised

Support industry compliance with new 
regulatory frameworks

PE
O

PL
E

Support
industry

compliance 

ACTIVITIES

 

 

 

Enhance transparency of APVMA operational 
practices, policies and guidelines

Deliver comprehensive training package

 

Communicate
new regulatory

frameworks

Enhance
operational

transparency

 

Introduce
change

carefully

Embed
Risk

Compendium

Involve
staff in 
change

Deliver 
comprehensive 

training
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MEASURE TARGET INITIATIVES

Volume 1 of the 
Risk Compendium

Publishing project plan for 
Volume 2

Conduct 8–10 seminars across Australia prior 
to commencement of new legislation 

Briefing held with Australian, state and territory 
partners in the National Registration System 
(NRS)

Reform communications strategy 
developed

Reform information packs produced 

Detailed support material Material in place prior to commencement 
of new legislation 

Change management plan 
developed

Changes implemented according to change 
management plan

Work plan developed Systems and processes updated 
according to plan

Embed regulatory posture in induction 
processes and training 

Change familiarisation 
activities and briefings

All staff undertake a tailored change 
workshop by December 2012

Executive briefs held monthly

Implement a dedicated business 
transformation and training team

Awareness seminars and 
briefings

Training notes 

Trained staff

Volume 1 published by July 2012 and revised 
within four weeks of new legislation being 
proclaimed

Progress on publishing Volume 2 according 
to project plan by June 2013

Training notes for all new business 
processes

Trained staff ready to process 
post-reform applications

Use stakeholder reference groups as 
required to refine compendium content

Likely stress points for industry 
applicants identified and communicated 

Responsibility: Better Regulation Taskforce
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Conduct robust, risk-based, scientific 
evaluations to support sound regulatory decisionsSTRATEGY TWO |

 

Adopt enhanced regulatory standards 
and frameworks for evaluations

Implement new business processes 

Deliver comprehensive training package

ST
A
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H

O
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S
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N
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S 
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O
CE
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Make timely decisions on registration, active 
approval and permit applications

PE
O

PL
E

 

ACTIVITIES

 

 

Support high quality applications

 

Make
timely

decisions

Support
high

quality
applications

Implement
new

processes

Adopt
enhanced
evaluation
standards

Deliver
comprehensive

training
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MEASURE TARGET INITIATIVES

Risk Compendium 

Timeframe performance met for applications 
received before commencement of new 
legislation:

Timeframe performance met for applications 
received after commencement of new legislation:

Business improvement feedback considered 
and addressed

Increase visibility and detail to 
stakeholders on measures of performance

Industry Liaison Committee to develop 
mechanism for business improvement 
feedback

New processes developed 
for pre-submission meetings, 
completeness checks, new 
timeframe model

Transitional arrangements developed

New processes and arrangements in place 
ready for commencement of new legislation

Expert panels drawn from the 
APVMA Science Fellows 
program expanded

Contributions to international 
guidelines and harmonisation 
activities

Expert panels established and used for at least 
two science quality issues

Two international guidelines adopted 
and harmonisation activities progressed

Chemistry and product integrity project 
commenced

Review spray drift policy and develop 
regulatory framework

Develop strategy for greater acceptance of 
overseas assessments (veterinary medicines)

Trained staff

Evaluation timeframes

Business improvement 
feedback

within four weeks of new legislation being 
proclaimed

Develop Risk Compendium publishing plan

Responsibility: Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Programs 

Number of Adverse Experience
Reporting Program reports 
requiring significant regulatory action

Compliance with maximum residue 
limits of agvet chemicals in food 
commodities (as reported in the 
National Residue Survey) 
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Identify and reconsider existing 
chemicals of regulatory concernSTRATEGY THREE |

 

Implement Reregistration Scheme and new chemical 
review processes

Monitor regulatory and scientific developments 
and adverse experiences and initiate reviews 
when warranted

Deliver comprehensive training package

ST
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H
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Select and take action on registered chemicals when 
concerns are identified or validated by the APVMA

PE
O

PL
E

 

ACTIVITIES

 

 

 

Inform stakeholders of regulatory activity on 
registered chemicals

Enhance staff understanding of primary production 
practices

 

Take action
on chemicals
of concern

Inform 
stakeholders
of regulatory

activity

Monitor
scientific

developments

Implement
Reregistration

Scheme

Deliver
comprehensive

training

Enhance
understanding

of primary
production
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MEASURE TARGET INITIATIVES

Satisfaction with quality and 
frequency of information 
received

Consultation with state 
and territory partners and 
end users

Documented reasons for priority one 
nominations for two chemicals published

Six review or other regulatory decisions taken 

Decisions from overseas 
regulators and scientific 
literature monitored and 
considered in Australian 
regulatory context

Adverse experience reports 
monitored and considered for 
regulatory action 

Issues identified and considered

Responses developed on basis of 
monitored and reported information

Annual summary of adverse experience 
reports published 

Reregistration and Chemical 
Review frameworks 

New chemical review 
processes implemented

Transitional arrangements in 
place

Revised within four weeks of new legislation 
being proclaimed

Processes and arrangements in place following 
commencement of new legislation

Launch a new on-line adverse experience 
reporting facility

Trained staff 100% of relevant staff trained

Review nominations 
considered and prioritised

Reviews prioritised, 
commenced and progressed

Regulatory decisions 
developed and implemented

Conduct, or participate in, six review-related 
stakeholder forums

Benchmark stakeholder satisfaction by 
December 2012

Consultation and Communication Policy 
provides for more effective consultation with 
state and territory partners as well as end users

Responsibility: Pesticides Program 

Field trip One field trip undertaken
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Identify and resolve non-complianceSTRATEGY FOUR |

 

Communicate effectively internally and externally

Manage our systems, practices and procedures to 
support a proactive compliance and enforcement 
regime

Develop comprehensive training package

ST
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Undertake effective risk-based enforcement

PE
O

PL
E

ACTIVITIES

 

 

Undertake effective inspection, auditing and 
enforcement activities for the Good Manufacturing 
Practice (GMP) and Manufacturers’ Licensing Scheme 
(MLS)

Promote voluntary compliance and deter 
non-compliance

Undertake
risk-based

enforcement

 

Undertake
effective GMP
enforcement

Promote
voluntary

compliance

Manage
proactive

compliance
systems

Communicate
effectively

Deliver
comprehensive

training
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MEASURE TARGET INITIATIVES

GMP non-compliance 
investigations

GMP audit program

Metrics for GMP audit targets

Ten compliance monitoring visits undertaken 
by 30 June 2013

100% of allegations of non-compliance risk 
assessed and prioritised

Minor allegations resolved within 90 days or 
voluntary compliance achieved within 120 days

Ten audits by June 2013

Strategy developed in collaboration with 
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Forestry (DAFF) and implemented by June 2013

No more than seven

Timeliness of our processes

Upgrade of compliance systems

Compliance permit conditions project

Compliance and enforcement frameworks 
and procedures 

90% of import permits are processed 
within 14 days of receipt

Upgrade completed by December 2013

Project completed by June 2013

Revised within four weeks of new 
legislation being proclaimed

Communication plan 

More visible compliance

Communication activities delivered

Increased stakeholder awareness

Compliance data project (enhanced 
capacity for data collection, analysis 
and case management)

Compliance audit (permits) project 

Investigative staff meet Australian 
Government Investigation Standards (AGIS) 

Staff trained in new procedures/ legislative 
provisions 

GMP and International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) lead auditor training

100% of investigative staff are qualified

Staff undertake training within two years 
of commencement

Five staff complete lead audit training

Compliance responses

Permit condition audits

Compliance strategy for quality assurance 
of imported chemicals

Instances of significant regulatory action 
resulting from non-compliance with 
registration requirements

100% of GMP non-compliances prioritised 
and investigated

100% of audits completed and reviewed 
according to schedule

Commenced by December 2012

GMP audit metrics feasibility study 

Responsibility: Regulatory Strategy and Compliance Program

Compliance audit (permits) 
project 

Stakeholders understand their responsibilities

Manufacturers and suppliers voluntarily recall 
deficient products

80% awareness of requirements 

90% low-risk product recalls are voluntarily 
undertaken by sponsors

Develop compliance awareness 
presentations for use in monitoring 
visits

Develop communication strategy 
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Identify and manage emerging regulatory issuesSTRATEGY FIVE |

Develop a model for managing changes 
to regulatory frameworks and standards

Manage emerging regulatory issues

Train staff in use of new regulatory risk model

ST
A
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N
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O
CE
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Conduct regular assessments of changes to the 
regulatory landscape

PE
O

PL
E

ACTIVITIES

 

 Train 
staff

 

Engage with other government agencies and forums

 

 
Assess the significance of relevant emerging 
regulatory issues

Conduct
regulatory

assessments

Engage with
government

agencies

Assess
significance 
of emerging

issues

Manage
emerging

issues

Develop
regulatory

change
model

Engage with the media to help shape reporting of 
regulatory issues

Engage
with the
media

Inform staff about the regulatory quality assurance 
model

 Inform
staff
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MEASURE TARGET INITIATIVES

Contribution to high level 
forums

Monitoring and intelligence gathering 
activities provide useful insights

Issues identified for risk register 

Support DAFF initiatives on quality 
assurance of imported chemicals

Contribute to inter-agency forums 
on nanotechnology

Regulatory Strategy Group meetings

Effective issues management

Changes to regulatory frameworks 
and standards brought to Executive 
for decision

Ten meetings per year

Stakeholder support for issues management 
initiatives

Executive-approved projects to amend 
frameworks/standards for relevant regulatory 
science issues

Staff support for new model Benchmark use of new model by June 2013 Implement regulatory science quality 
assurance model

Staff trained All relevant staff have undertaken 
training

Regular media and literature 
monitoring and analysis

APVMA input reflected in forum outcomes

Responsibility: Regulation Strategy and Compliance Program

Regular review and 
consideration of emerging 
strategic issues

Effective relationships with 
national and international 
regulatory counterparts

Risk register reviewed twice a year

Agreements in place with national 
and international counterparts

Establish Risk Committee and Risk 
Register

Establish a transparent mechanism for 
setting regulatory science methodology 
with advising agencies

Proportion of media 
coverage citing APVMA 
position (share of voice)

APVMA attains at least 20% share of 
voice in media reporting of relevant 
regulatory issues

Chief regulatory scientists 
work program

Program reflects key regulatory issues 
identified

Develop a regulatory status report 
on pesticides and bees (and other 
polinators)
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Engage stakeholders and regulatory 
partners to add value to our workSTRATEGY SIX |

 

Improve our client service and stakeholder 
management capabilities and systems

Increase staff awareness and capability in 
communication and consultation

ST
A

KE
H

O
LD
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S
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N
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S 
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O
CE
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Raise awareness of how the APVMA is changing 
and what will be required to meet new operational 
requirements

PE
O

PL
E

ACTIVITIES

 

 

 

Develop opportunities for the APVMA to interact 
in a more transparent and timely fashion with 
stakeholders

Develop and deploy suitable tools and resources 
to communicate more consistently and efficiently 
with stakeholders

Raise
awareness
of changes

Develop
opportunities

for
engagement

Develop 
and deploy

communication
tools

Improve
client 
service

Increase
staff awareness

and
capability

Use technology to enhance opportunities for 
stakeholder engagement

Use
technology
to enhance
engagement
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MEASURE TARGET INITIATIVES

Opportunities created

Benchmarks established by December 2012

Deliver 5-8 awareness raising activities

Develop an online presence for the 
Risk Compendium

Develop an awareness-raising program 
for operational impact of reform for 
stakeholders

Systems in place

Client interactions recorded 
consistently across agency

By 30 June 2013

By 30 June 2013

Undertake 6-8 training courses 
to develop staff capabilities

Introduce 10-12 topics (online 
or via training courses)

By June 2013

By June 2013

Visitors to website

Awareness raising program

Three new opportunities by June 2013

Responsibility: Regulation Strategy and Compliance Program

Redevelop website with additional 
interactive opportunities

Finalise Communication and Consultation 
Policy

Review consultative committees and 
increase use of special-purpose reference 
groups and panels

New intranet developed

Business efficiency

Tools deployed

By 30 September 2012

75% of staff note business efficiencies 
from new intranet

By 30 June 2013

Redevelop intranet to improve internal 
communication efficiency

Develop brand strategy, incorporating the 
Regulatory Posture, and supporting visual 
and language style guides

Publish new service charter

Develop new customer relationship 
management systems including a client 
liaison management model

Deliver communication and stakeholder 
engagement training for staff

Develop policies, procedures and guidance 
for staff on agreed development priorities

New technology solutions 
in place and used

User acceptance testing 
of new technologies

By 30 June 2013

Completed by June 2013

Develop a digital strategy (incorporating 
social media)

Establish benchmarks for future evaluation 
of new technologies
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Conduct our business efficiently and effectivelySTRATEGY SEVEN |

Maintain and enhance efficient processes

Protect and manage information resources 

Train staff in the Better Regulation reforms, PSPF and 

ST
A

KE
H
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S
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N
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legislation and standards

PE
O

PL
E

ACTIVITIES

 

 

 

Enhance access to information 

 

with
government
reporting

Enhance
information

access

Enhance
IT

Protect
and manage
information

Maintain
and enhance

Train 
staff
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MEASURE TARGET INITIATIVES

Freedom of information 
(FOI) requests 

Client satisfaction 

due date

Up time

Virus detections

Compliance with Protective 

Maintain up time of 97% or greater

Sound audit report on compliance with PSPF

Audit results

Procedure Amendment Request 
(PAR) resolution timeframes

ISO surveillance audit report

All PARS resolved within six months
to reflect changes arising from reforms

Trained staff 100% staff complete relevant training

Annual report incorporating 
financial statements

Portfolio Budget Statement

Responses to government 

Internal and external audit

Reduction in requests

Improved client satisfaction with access to 
information

Responsibility: Corporate Services Program

Single access portal allows registrants 

Trial a secure extranet for registrants 
to access their documentation online

Projects delivered
changes flowing from the Better Regulation 
reforms 

Implement an electronic document and 

new PSPF

Expand current modular online learning 

reform-related training

Support the government’s ‘First Principles 
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Enhance performance through our peopleSTRATEGY EIGHT |

 

Enhance performance

Align people policies with legislation and best 
practice

Foster values and behaviours that support a robust 
accountable organisation and which help give effect 
to our Regulatory Posture

ST
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O
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S
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Enhance effectiveness of our people

PE
O

PL
E

ACTIVITIES

 

 

 

 
Provide a safe, supportive and fair workplace

Enhance
effectiveness

of our 
people

Provide
a supportive
workplace

Align
people
policies

Enhance
performance

Foster
values and
behaviours

Informed workforce delivering service standards 
consistent with Regulatory Posture

Informed
workforce
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MEASURE TARGET INITIATIVES

Stakeholder feedback

New service delivery model

100% participation in performance management

Complete 80% of recruitment processes 
within 45 days

Deliver enhanced HR metrics to managers

Annual review of people policies 
and legislative requirements

All policies reviewed

Performance management

360° degree feedback

Staff support for performance management 
system

360° feedback implemented for EL1 staff

Grievance rate

Adherence to Code of Conduct 

No grievance

No breaches of the Code of Conduct

Performance management 
assessments

Positive stakeholder feedback

Implement mandatory training

Responsibility: Corporate Services Program 

Worker health and safety 
incidents

Accurate and timely 
remuneration service

Nil reportable incidents

Maintain accuracy and timeliness to 100%

Revised induction program for staff

Training delivered in accountable 
and ethical decision making

Cert 4 in Government course 

Enhanced  HR metrics reporting

Develop targeted executive learning 
and development framework

Introduce modular Learning and 
Development system
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Evaluating our performance

As stated in our corporate plan, the APVMA is 
committed to transparency and providing feedback 
on how well we perform against our vision and 
mission as well as the outcomes in the government’s 
2012–13 budget statements for the agriculture, 
fi sheries and forestry portfolio (PBS).

The key performance indicators (KPI) in the 
2012–13 PBS relate to improvements to timeframe 
performance, as well as two ‘end-use’ measures 
that indicate the quality of our risk-based scientifi c 
assessments and evaluations:

• Less than 1% of adverse experience reports lead 
to signifi cant regulatory action

• At least 99% compliance with maximum residue 
limits for pesticides and veterinary medicines in 
food commodities

The fi nal KPI is an indicator of awareness of the 
agvet chemical regulatory requirements in Australia 
as well as a community perception that non-
compliance will be effectively dealt with:

• No more than seven instances of signifi cant 
regulatory action arise from non-compliance with 
registration requirements

These KPIs are embedded within the key strategy 
maps in this operational plan, together with a range 
of more specifi c operational measures and targets.

While reform and business transformation will mean 
signifi cant changes to the APVMA operations, we will 
remain focused on building community confi dence 
and respect for the regulatory system we oversee.
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Contact us

More information about the APVMA 
and how it discharges its important 
national role can be found in the 
government’s Portfolio Budget 
Statement, our annual report and 
corporate plan.  The latter documents 
can be found on the APVMA website 
at www.apvma.gov.au and the 
portfolio budget statement on www.
daff.gov.au.

Australian Pesticides and 
Veterinary Medicines Authority
18 Wormald St
Symonston ACT 2609

PO Box 6182 
Kingston ACT 2604 Australia
www.apvma.gov.au

Follow @APVMA
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